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Abstract: Network alignment (NA) offers a comprehensive way to build associations between
different networks by identifying shared nodes. While the majority of current NA methods rely on
the topological consistency assumption, which posits that shared nodes across different networks
typically have similar local structures or neighbors, we argue that anchor nodes, which play a pivotal
role in NA, face a more challenging scenario that is often overlooked. In this paper, we conduct
extensive statistical analysis across networks to investigate the connection status of labeled anchor
node pairs and categorize them into four situations. Based on our analysis, we propose an end-to-end
network alignment framework that uses node representations as a distribution rather than a point
vector to better handle the structural diversity of networks. To mitigate the influence of specific nodes,
we introduce a mask mechanism during the representation learning process. In addition, we utilize
meta-learning to generalize the learned information on labeled anchor node pairs to other node pairs.
Finally, we perform comprehensive experiments on both real-world and synthetic datasets to confirm
the efficacy of our proposed method. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods significantly.

Keywords: network alignment; local structure diverse; uncertainty node representations; deep learning

1. Introduction

Network analysis, particularly cross-network analysis, has recently been gaining
attention in various study domains due to the exceptional rise of the diversified information
that has produced a significant volume of networks. The key to transferring information
across multiple networks is to identify hidden inter-network links (i.e., anchor links) [1–3],
which connect nodes that are shared among different networks (i.e., anchor nodes) [4].
For example, a person’s account nodes in different social networks can be regarded as
anchor nodes, and the corresponding relationship between these two accounts can be
regarded as anchor links. The process of finding corresponding anchor nodes is also called
network alignment (NA). Comparative studies of specific tasks, such as cross-network
recommendation [5], mutual community detection [6], and genetic disease classification [7],
can be conducted at the systems level with help of NA.

Various NA methods have been proposed and most of them are based on topological
similarity, and sometimes the attribute similarity is fused to determine the corresponding
relationship between nodes. Inspired by network embedding [8–10], which has the po-
tent ability to represent network structures into a low-dimension embedding, numerous
embedding-based network alignment approaches have been presented [11–13]. Recent
embedding-based network alignment methods first, typically, learn node representations
before learning mapping functions over latent representation spaces to decrease the dis-
parity in node representations across different networks [14], whereas learning mapping
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functions usually use labeled anchor node pairs as supervision information [12,15–18]. Al-
though there has been notable progress in the field of network alignment, current methods
still have several deficiencies. One of the most significant limitations is that most methods
tend to overlook the diverse local structure of anchor node pairs. Consequently, these
approaches are often only suitable for specific alignment cases and fail to apply in some
real-world scenarios.

Specifically, anchor node pairs’ local structure, i.e., the connection status of anchor
node pairs across networks can be roughly divided into four situations according to labeled
anchor nodes, as shown in Figure 1. Equivalence connection status. As shown in Figure 1a,
anchor node v1 “replicates” its interaction in network1 to network G2, i.e., v1 tends to
maintain a similar interaction with the same neighbors. This connection status demonstrates
that an anchor node v1 in different networks has a similar local topology structure (such as
node degree) and connects to similar neighborhoods. Non-equivalence connection status.
As shown in Figure 1b, the activity of anchor node v1 in the two networks differs a lot, i.e.,
v1 has different participation in the two networks and interacts with different neighbors
in the two networks. This connection status demonstrates that anchor node v1 has a
different local topology structure and connects the different neighborhood nodes as well.
Containment connection status. As shown in Figure 1c, anchor node v1 chooses a part of the
same neighbors in G1 to interact in G2, i.e., v1 only “replicates” part of the neighbors in G1

to G2 and follow some new friends in G2. This connection status demonstrates that anchor
node v1 in different networks has different local topology structures but connects similar
neighborhood nodes. Non-containment connection status. As shown in Figure 1d, anchor
node v1 divides its time/interest equally between the two networks but interacts with a
different neighborhood. This connection status demonstrates that anchor node v1 has a
similar local topology structure but connects the different neighborhood nodes. We present
the analysis for labeled anchor node pairs’ diverse local structure in two real-world social
network datasets collected from Twitter and Foursquare [3] in Figure 2. It is observed that
the proportion of commonly labeled anchor node neighbors for anchor nodes in different
networks is differential.
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Figure 1. An example of anchor node pairs’ diverse connection status. Given two networks, the
relationships between users within each network are represented by solid black lines, while the yellow
dashed line connects the common users (i.e., anchor nodes) across the networks. (a) Equivalence
connection status. (b) Non-equivalence connection status. (c) Containment connection status. (d) Non-
containment connection status.
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Figure 2. The common neighbors’ analysis of anchor node pairs in real social networks (Twitter–
Foursquare). For a given pair of anchor nodes (v, u), r is the ration of their common labeled anchor
node neighbors to v/u’s neighbors. The abscissa represents the r in Twitter, and the ordinate
represents r in Foursquare.

However, most embedding-based network alignment methods will result in node
pairs that are more likely to present an equivalence connection status. Specifically, these
methods generally hold the assumption that anchor node pairs have similar local structures
and/or neighbors across different networks (i.e., the situation as shown in Figure 1a,c). For
example, IONE [11] preserves the proximity of users that exhibit “similar” sets of followers
and followees in the embedded space; FRUI-P [19] extracts the friend feature of each user
in a social network, constructs a corresponding friend feature vector, and, subsequently,
computes the similarities among all potential identical users between two social networks.
In addition, employing network embedding techniques, such as DeepWalk and GCN, to
represent each node as a point vector, and using labeled anchor nodes to learn mapping
functions will lead to align most nodes in one network with the labeled anchor nodes in the
other network. Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish the labeled anchor nodes and their
neighbors due to the neighboring nodes are embedded in closed forms in most network
embedding. As shown in Figure 1c, if we use v1 to learn the mapping function, v2, v4, and
v5 are more likely to be close to v1 in G2. Since the representations of v1 and v2 are similar
in G2, it is difficult for v2 in G1 to match corresponding nodes in G2.

To address the above problems, we propose a novel model, namely DCSNA, which
adjusts to Diverse anchor nodes Connection Status for Network Alignment. Firstly, consid-
ering the different impacts of labeled anchor nodes and other nodes in the neighborhood
among node pairs between different networks, we design a masked network encoder to
learn node representations by removing some edges to mitigate the influence of some
specific nodes. Not all neighboring nodes are equally informative for alignment, as some
nodes interact with many nodes across networks. Our encoder selectively incorporates
only the relevant neighbors to learn more effective representations. Secondly, to better
distinguish a node and its neighbors, we represent each node as a Gaussian distribution
instead of a point vector. Thus, we obtain node representations with mean and variance
embeddings, where the mean embeddings present the position of the nodes and variance
embeddings present the uncertainties of the representations. Meanwhile, compared to
representing nodes as deterministic point vectors, using Gaussian distribution to represent
nodes could tolerate the network’s structural diversity to a large extent which may be the
reason for anchor node pairs’ diverse connection status, and benefit for network alignment.
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Thirdly, because of the diverse connection status of anchor node pairs, it is difficult to
generalize the learned information on the labeled anchor node pairs to other node pairs.
Motivated by recent progress in meta-learning that enables adaptation to new tasks and
acquisition of transferable knowledge between tasks, we leverage meta-learning from
labeled anchor nodes to derive latent priors for matching potential anchor nodes.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We present a masked network encoder to embed nodes in each network as a Gaussian
distribution, which not only preserves the structural information but also obtains
the uncertainty of node representations. Additionally, the mask mechanism could
alleviate the impact of nodes that will confuse structural proximity in alignment.

• We generalize the information of labeled anchor node pairs to other node pairs by
utilizing meta-learning. Additionally, a method based on meta-learning can also
reduce the dependence on the number of labeled anchor nodes, where it is time-
consuming to collect labeled anchor nodes.

• We propose an end-to-end framework based on a masked variational auto-encoder to
address the NA task. Our solution works better than other NA methods, according to
extensive experiments on both real-world and synthetic datasets.

2. Related Work

For cross-network data mining, network alignment is a crucial issue with numerous
application scenarios, such as re-identification [20–22], bioinformatics [23–26], transla-
tion [27,28], and pattern recognition [29]. Recent embedding-based methods of network
alignment can be broadly classified into structure-based methods and attributes–structure
hybrid methods.

The structure-based methods only use network structural information to learn node
representation [11,12,16,19,30,31]. For example, PALE [12] first learns the individual em-
beddings of two networks from existing single network embedding methods (e.g., LINE,
node2vec). Then, it uses an MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) and labeled anchor nodes to
match the latent space of the two networks. CrossMNA [16] simultaneously performs node
representation learning and network alignment by introducing two type specific vectors.
Specifically, the intra-vector keeps the unique structural feature for an anchor node in its
chosen network, on the contrary, the inter-vector represents the shared characteristics of
the anchor nodes in different networks. MC [30] uses a matrix factorization-based net-
work representation learning method to obtain node embedding vectors to capture the
local and global structural features of nodes. IDRGM [32] estimate the distribution of
perturbed graphs and maximize the distances among the perturbed nodes within the same
graphs, for separating the nodes in a narrow space into a wide space. DHNA [31] designs
a VGAE-based network alignment model, and two carefully thought-out restrictions are
used to incorporate anchor nodes’ degree differences across different networks into the
encoder module.

The attributes–structure hybrid methods use both network structural information and
node attribute information to learn node representation [13,15,33–35]. Take social networks as
an example, node-attribute information consists of the user profile, such as user name [36,37],
and other content generated through user activity on the social platform [4,38]. For ex-
ample, Zhang et al. [33] proposed a GNN-based network alignment model, in which a
convolutional neural network incorporates attribute embedding and structural embedding.
Then they trained a classifier to predict whether two nodes are in alignment. CAMU [15]
introduces an attributed social network embedding (ASNE) method that incorporates
both topological and node attribute information in each network. Subsequently, a map-
ping function is learned to project the representation from the source network onto the
target network. CoLink [34] consists of two distinct models, namely the attribute-based
model and the relationship-based model, along with a co-training algorithm that reinforces
them iteratively.
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However, these methods are looking for the consistency of anchor nodes in different
networks, but this situation is not always met in real networks. Therefore, this paper
proposes a more general representation method to adapt to the different connection statuses
of anchor nodes.

3. Method

In this section, we introduce our NA model DCSNA and show how to adjust to the
diverse connection status of anchor nodes by a variational auto-encoder in detail.

3.1. Problem Formulation

We focus on undirected networks in this paper. In general, nodes in various networks
do not relate to one other, hence not all nodes are shared by all networks. In this paper,
we focus on aligning such partially aligned networks. In addition, a node in one network
only has, at most, one corresponding node in another. For the NA task, we provide the
following necessary definitions.

Let Gs and Gt denote the two networks to be aligned, respectively, where Gs = (Vs, Es)
and Gt = (Vt, Et). Vs =

{
vs

1, vs
2, · · · , vs

ns

}
is the node set of Gs, where ns = |Vs| represents

the node number of Vs. Es =
{
(vs

i , vs
j )
∣∣ i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ns}

}
is the edge set among nodes

in Vs. Vt, Et and nt have similar meanings.
Anchor Nodes/Anchor Links. Anchor nodes refer to nodes that exist in multiple

networks and represent the same real-world entities. The set of anchor nodes is denoted as
Va, while anchor links refer to the corresponding relations between anchor nodes. Anchor
links set is defined as Ea =

{
(vs

i , vt
i)
∣∣ vs

i , vt
i ∈ Va}.

Network Alignment. Given two partially aligned networks Gs, Gt, and a few labeled
anchor links Ea, the goal of network alignment is to discover all potential anchor links, that

is, we aim to learn a predictive function: f : (Gs, Gt, Ea)→ Y, Y ∈ {0, 1}|V
s |×|Vt|, Yij = 1 if

vs
i and vt

j are predicted to be a pair of potential anchor nodes across networks Gs and Gt,
and 0 otherwise.

3.2. Network Embedding with the Diverse Local Structure of Anchor Node

We design a novel framework (DCSNA) for learning the uncertainty representation
of each node in different networks in the low-dimension embedding space for network
alignment, as shown in Figure 3. We will introduce each part of DCSNA in detail in
the following.
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Figure 3. The overall process of DCSNA contains three parts: Masked Network Encoder that
learns the node representations in Gs and Gt in a low-dimension embedding space; Meta-Learning
based Constraint that learns the information of corresponding labeled anchor nodes between Gs

and Gt; Anchor Link Prediction that predicts the potential anchor links based on the learned node
representations.
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3.2.1. Masked Network Encoder Based on Variational Graph Convolution

Due to their similar characteristics and connectedness, nearby nodes generally have
more influence than distant ones when comparing nodes across networks [39,40]. To better
use the network’s local structure while preserving the whole network structure in a low-
dimension embedding space and learning the distribution of each node simultaneously,
we perform convolution operations between Gaussian distributions parameterized by a
two-layer convolutional network as an encoder. Without loss of generality, we denote the
matrix with capital letters, and use A(i, :) to denote the i-th row of the matrix A. � is the
Hadamard product. d is the dimension of each node embedding.

Notice that degree distributions are power-law in most cases, and nodes with lower
degrees are less likely than nodes with higher degrees to be connected to neighbors who
are classified as anchors. As a result, these low-degree nodes receive less information from
labeled anchor nodes, which leads to unsatisfactory or even subpar alignment performance.
Therefore, we randomly mask some edges of nodes whose degree is larger than the average
degree of all nodes in the network.

For the network without attributes, we use the identity matrix I and the adjacency
matrix A as the model input. Furthermore, we can also use the node-feature matrix as
input if the network has the node attributes, which means our method can be extended
easily to attribute networks. For each network, take Gs as an example, we define a masked
adjacency matrix Ās. Specifically, we first collect the nodes whose degree is larger than the
average degree of all nodes in Gs, and for node vs

i in the set

Ās(i, :) = As(i, :)�m, (1)

where m ∈ {0, 1}1×ns is the masked vector for vs
i and the sum of its elements is (d(vs

i )−
davg). d(vs

i ) and davg are the vs
i ’s degree and the average degree of all nodes in Gs, respec-

tively; similarly for Āt.
Instead of embedding each node as a point vector, we represent a node by Gaussian

distributions, i.e., the mean and the variance, to incorporate the uncertainty [41]. We use
Ms ∈ Rns×d, Mt ∈ Rnt×d, Σs ∈ Rns×d, and Σt ∈ Rnt×d to denote the matrix of means
and variances for all nodes in the Gs and Gt, respectively, where each row represents the
mean/variance vector for a node

Ms = Ãs(ρ(Ãs IW s
0 ))W

s
µ Mt = Ãt(ρ(Ãt IW t

0))W
t
µ, (2)

Σs = Ãs(ρ(Ãs IW s
0 ))W

s
σ Σt = Ãt(ρ(Ãt IW t

0))W
t
σ, (3)

where W s
0∈ Rns×F is parameter matrix shared by Ms and Σs, W s

µ∈ RF×d and W s
σ∈ RF×d

are parameters for the Ms and Σs, respectively, and F is the number of neurons by hidden
layer that usually be 2 ∗ d. Similar for W t

0∈ Rnt×F, W t
µ∈ RF×d, and W t

σ∈ RF×d. ρ(·) is a non-

linear activation function, such as ReLU. Ãs = D(s)− 1
2 (Ās + I)D(s)− 1

2 is the symmetrically
normalized adjacency matrix, and D(s) ∈ Rns×ns is a diagonal matrix containing each
node’s degree in Gs. The same is for Ãt.

Through the above masked network encoder, nodes in two different networks, Gs

and Gt, are embedded into a low-dimension embedding space, and some labeled anchor
nodes’ influence is ignored by using the masked adjacency matrix. We denote the Gaussian
distribution N (µs

i , σs
i ) of each node in Gs as hs

i , where µs
i represents the structural informa-

tion of vs
i and σs

i implies the possible uncertainty of µs
i . Similar for ht

i . For each network
we reconstruct the input adjacency matrix, which represents the network’s neighborhood
structure, to maintain the network’s global structure,

Lrec =
∥∥Âs − (As + I)

∥∥2
+
∥∥∥Ât − (At + I)

∥∥∥2
, (4)
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where Âs = Zs(Zs)T , Ât = Zt(Zt)T are the reconstructed adjacency matrix. Zs and Zt are
the stochastic latent variables matrix, whose i-th row can be sampled from the Gaussian
distribution hs

i and ht
i :

zs
i = µs

i + ε�
√

σs
i , zt

i = µt
i + ε�

√
σs

t , ε ∼ N (0, I). (5)

In addition, to ensure that the learned representations are indeed Gaussian distribu-
tions, we use the following regularization to constrain the latent representations:

Lreg =
ns

∑
i=1

KL(N (µs
i , σs

i )||N (0, I)) (6)

+
nt

∑
i=1

KL
(
N (µt

i , σt
i )||N (0, I)

)
.

KL[q(·) ‖ p(·)] is the Kullback–Leibler divergence between q(·) and p(·), it quantifies
the difference between two probability distributions q(·) and p(·).

Therefore, we obtain the following training objective function to learn node representations:

Len = Lrec + Lreg. (7)

3.2.2. Meta-Learning-Based Constraint

The typical goal of network alignment is to identify potential anchor links. When
labeled anchor links are available, we can use them as supervision information to learn the
node relationship between the two networks. However, the number of labeled anchor links
is often small, and the learned knowledge on the labeled anchor links should generalize to
potential anchor links. To address this challenge, we leverage meta-learning to distinguish
between anchor nodes and non-anchor nodes.

In general, the meta-learning methodology employs an episodic paradigm to train on
numerous samples of related tasks in order to solve the few-shot learning problem. These
related tasks are referred to as meta-training tasks, while the few-shot learning task is called
the meta-testing task [42]. We treat a labeled anchor node as a meta-training class and a
non-labeled node as a meta-testing class. Since we only consider aligning two networks
in this paper, the NA task that finding potential anchor links is comparable to identifying
nodes belonging to the same class between Gs and Gt. The number of samples in each
meta-training class and meta-testing class is limited to two, which correspond to whether a
pair of nodes is an anchor node pair or not. Thus, the network alignment (NA) task can be
viewed as a one-shot classification problem. In the meta-learning scenario, our training
tasks are for different tasks, and each task is a randomly drawn dataset, which contains k
samples drawn from two classes. For each task, 2 ∗ k samples are its training data (i.e., the
support dataset), and the prediction task of each task is to classify a new sample belonging
to these two classes (i.e., the task test is performed on the query dataset).

Meta-training. We denote the meta-training classes set and the meta-testing classes set
are L and N, respectively. The following is a description of how the meta-training tasks are
generated:

(1) Ci ← RANDOMSAMPLE(L,|C|),
(2) Si ← GET(Ci,Gs),
(3) Qi ← GET(Ci,Gt),
(4) Ti = Si ⊕Qi,
(5) Repeat steps (1)–(4) for K times.
To be more precise, we first randomly select |C| classes from meta-training classes L,

designated as Ci, at random. The support set Si is then formed by taking the nodes from
Gs that belong to class Ci. To obtain the query set Qi, the same process is used with Gt. A
meta-training task Ti = Si ⊕Qi is created using both Si and Qi. The foregoing processes
can be repeated K times to produce K meta-training tasks.
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Through meta-training, we constrain nodes of the same class (from Gs and Gt, re-
spectively) to be close and far away from other nodes. Specifically, for each node vt

j in

Q =
{

vt
1, vt

2, · · · , vt
j, · · · , vt

|c|

}
, we traverse all nodes in S =

{
vs

1, vs
2, · · · , vs

i , · · · , vs
|c|

}
, and

calculate the loss function L as follows,

L =

{
Len + d(vs

i , vt
j) if vs

i and vt
j are belonging to the same class

Len + log ∑ exp(−d(vs
i , vt

j)) otherwise
(8)

where d(·, ·) measures the similarity between two nodes. Since the representation of each
node is a Gaussian distribution, we use the second Wasserstein distance to calculate d(·, ·),
which can be computed as

d(vs
i , vt

j) = W2(hs
i , ht

j)
2 (9)

=
∥∥∥µs

i − µt
j

∥∥∥2

2
+ Tr

(
σs

i + σt
j − 2(σs

i
1/2σt

j σs
i

1/2)1/2
)

,

where σs
i σt

j = σt
j σs

i because the covariance matrices are diagonal. Thus, Equation (9) can be
simplified to

d(vs
i , vt

j) =
∥∥∥µs

i − µt
j

∥∥∥2

2
+
∥∥∥σs

i
1/2 − σt

j
1/2
∥∥∥2

F
, (10)

where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm.

3.3. Network Alignment Based on Node Representations

After acquiring the final distribution representation of each node in Gs and Gt, we
predict the potential anchor nodes. As introduced in Section 3.1, we aim to learn a predictive

function f : (Gs, Gt, Ea) → Y, Y ∈ {0, 1}|V
s |×|Vt|, Yij = 1 if vs

i and vt
j are predicted to be

a pair of potential anchor nodes across networks Gs and Gt, and 0 otherwise. Thus, for
a pair of nodes (vs

i , vt
j), vs

i ∈ Gs, vt
j ∈ Gt, to build a predictive function, we use a fully

connected network

f
(
(vs

i , vt
j) ∈ Y|hs

i , ht
j

)
= ReLU(W[µs

i ||σs
i ||dvs

i
||Na(vs

i )||

µt
j ||σt

j ||dvt
j
||Na(vt

j)] + b),
(11)

where [·||·] denotes the concatenation of embeddings, W and b are trainable parameters.
dvs

i
and dvt

j
are the degree of vs

i and vt
j, respectively. Na(vs

i ) and Na(vt
j) are the number

of labeled anchor nodes in the neighborhood of vs
i and vt

j, respectively. Intuitively, node
degree can reflect its local topology to some extent, and the number of neighborhood
labeled anchor nodes can reflect the ability to receive labeled anchor node information.
The final result of the prediction is then obtained using the labeled anchor links set Ea to
calculate the cross-entropy as the loss function.

In general, only a small portion of the entire network is made up of labeled anchor
nodes. The following guidelines can be used to build some pseudo-anchor links in order to
effectively train the prediction function mentioned above

sim
(

vs
i , vt

j

)
=

∣∣∣Na(vs
i ) ∩Na(vt

j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣N (vs

i ) ∪N (vt
j)−Na(vs

i ) ∩Na(vt
j)
∣∣∣ e−

∣∣∣d(vs
i )−d(vt

j)
∣∣∣, (12)

where Na(vs
i ) and Na(vt

j) are the labeled anchor nodes in the neighborhood of vs
i and vt

j,
respectively. N (vs

i ) and N (vt
j) are the neighbors of vs

i and vt
j, respectively. As a result, if

two nodes in separate networks have more neighbors who are designated anchor nodes
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and their node degree differences are lower, they have a high likelihood of being possible
anchor node pairs.

Then, we construct a pseudo-anchor link generator by using pairs of labeled an-
chor nodes:

fg

(
vs

i , vt
j

)
=

1 if sim
(

vs
i , vt

j

)
≥ 1
|Ea | ∑(vs

i ,vt
i)∈Ea sim

(
vs

i , vt
i
)

0 otherwise
(13)

Pseudo-anchor links generated by the generator are easier to find the anchor node
pairs that satisfy the equivalence connection status and containment connection status as
introduced in Section 1.

3.4. Time Complexity

There are two steps to the analyses: Masked Network Encoder. The time complexity
for calculating Ā is O(nd). The encoder uses graph convolutional network that takes in
the input network and outputs the mean and variance of the latent representation for each
node, takes in the sampled latent representations and reconstructs the input network and
uses a variational lower bound on the log-likelihood of the input network as its objective
function. Its time complexity is O(4ned + n2d), where n and e are the number of nodes and
edges of the input network, respectively, d is the node representation dimension. Meta-
Learning-Based Constraint. The time complexity of meta-Learning based constraint is
O(K(N|C|+ |C|2)d), where N = max(ns, nt), |C| is the sampled number of classes from
meta-training classes, K is the number of meta-training tasks.

4. Experiment

In this section, we perform experiments to validate the proposed DCSNA on both
real-world datasets and the synthetic dataset. We first compare it with the existing baseline
models on the NA task. Then we perform a parameter sensitivity analysis of DCSNA to
prove the effectiveness of considering anchor node diverse local structures.

4.1. Datasets

We validate the effectiveness of DCSNA on both real-world datasets and the synthetic datasets.

• Real-world dataset. There are three datasets in it, ACM-DBLP(Dataset.1) [43], arXiv
dataset(Dataset.2) [44], and Twitter–Foursquare(Dataset.3) [3].

• The synthetic dataset. It is constructed based on Facebook [45]. We remove nodes
with degrees of less than 10 and sample two networks in accordance with the method-
ology described in [12], resulting in 38,344 nodes and 1,183,080 edges. It uses a
distribution p ∼ U(0, 1) to determine which network each edge belongs to. Whenever
p ≤ 1− 2αs + αsαc, the edge is thrown away; if the edge is only preserved in the first
network, 1− 2αs + αsαc < p ≤ 1− αs; if 1− αs < p ≤ 1− αsαc, only the other network
retains the edge; otherwise, both networks maintain the edge. We set αs = αc = 0.5
and denote the synthetic dataset as Dataset.4.

The statistics of datasets are summarized in Table 1 (The datasets can be found at
https://github.com/tjuwangyinghui/DCSNA (accessed on 26 April 2023)). As shown
in Figure 2, we use the anchor node neighbors to their neighbors r as the analysis index.
Specifically, if r in each network less than 0.5 means that about half of the local structures
between anchor pairs are inconsistent. pr is the proportion of anchor node pairs in each
dataset whose r is less than 0.5 in both networks.

https://github.com/tjuwangyinghui/DCSNA
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Table 1. Statistics details of the datasets.

Dataset # Nodes # Edges # Anchor Links pr

Dataset.1 9872 39,561 6352 0.869916 44,808

Dataset.2 3583 14,485 985 0.801905 6097

Dataset.3 5120 164,919 1609 0.735313 76,972

Dataset.4 38,310 591,124 38,287 0.8238,310 591,694

4.2. Baseline Methods

We choose six network alignment methods as baselines to validate the effectiveness of
our method. The comparison methods are listed as follows:

• PALE [12] first learns the individual embeddings of two networks by existing single
network embedding methods LINE. Then, it learns a mapping function to match the
latent space of the two networks and predicts anchor node pairs by calculating the
distance of embeddings.

• CrossMNA [16] uses two vectors to preserve the common features of the anchor nodes
in different networks (inter-vector) and the specific structural feature for a node in its
selected network (intra-vector) respectively. Additionally, it uses the inter-vector to
align nodes in different networks.

• CAMU [15] learns network embedding by considering network structure and node
attribute information. Additionally, then it learns a mapping function to decrease the
representation distribution discrepancy of different networks.

• BRIGHT [35] builds a specific unified space using labeled anchor links as landmarks
using random walk with restart (RWR), and then employs a common linear layer to
determine the significance of the RWR scores at various dimensions.

• NeXtAlign [46] uses a special relational graph convolutional network (RelGCN) to
encode the alignment consistency.

• DHNA [31] uses a variational autoencoder to learn node embeddings, and considers
the different anchor nodes’ degrees across networks.

4.3. Experimental Settings

This part mainly introduces the evaluation of network alignment and parameter
settings in the experiment.

4.3.1. Evaluation Metrics

For the alignment of social networks, we randomly divided the labeled anchor links
into two parts, the training set and the test set. As introduced in Section 3.3, with a pair of
node (vs

i , vt
j) as input, DCSNA aims to predict whether they are a pair of potential anchor

nodes in two networks or not. In the context of our testing, each pair of anchor nodes
(vs

i , vt
j) can be classified into one of three categories based on its prediction status, true

positive (TP), false positive (FP), or false negative (FN).
A pair of anchor nodes (vs

i , vt
j) is classified as TP if it is predicted as a pair of anchor

nodes in the test and is indeed a pair of anchor nodes. On the other hand, if (vs
i , vt

j) is not a
pair of anchor nodes in the test but it is predicted as a pair of anchor nodes, it is classified as
FP. Lastly, a pair of anchor nodes (vs

i , vt
j) are classified as FN if it is a pair of anchor nodes

in the test but it is not predicted as such.
Under this prediction status, we have the following indicator, Precision = TP/(TP +

FP), Recall = TP/(TP + FN), F1 = 2 ∗ (Precision ∗ Recall)/(Precision + Recall). Since each
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pair of anchor nodes can be seen as a class, we use three frequently used metrics, Macro
Precision, Macro Recall, and Macro F1, as measurement, that is, the arithmetic mean of
each statistical indicator value across all classes.

4.3.2. Parameter Settings

To quantify the NA task, we apportioned labeled anchor nodes at random into a
training set and a test set at a ratio of 9:1. We set the learning rate to 0.001 in our model
training, and use about 30% labeled anchor nodes for meta-learning-based constraint. We
randomly select nodes in both networks for negative sampling to train the predictive
function, and the number of negative samples is 0.5 times the number of labeled anchor
node pairs. With the exception of CrossMNA which we set the dimensions of the inter-
vector and intra-vector to 200 and 100, respectively, and the embedding dimension d = 200
for all other methods. We have used the optimal parameter settings for each approach for
the remaining parameters.

4.4. Performance Analysis

Accuracy. The experimental results of network alignment on real-world datasets and
synthetic dataset are presented in Table 2, we can draw the following observations.

Table 2. Experimental results of DCSNA and other methods.

Metric Dataset PALE CrossMNA CAMU BRIGHT NeXtAlign DHNA DCSNA

Macro Precision

Dataset.1 0.617 0.630 0.663 0.602 0.710 0.719 0.730
Dataset.2 0.589 0.629 0.654 0.617 0.649 0.672 0.727
Dataset.3 0.596 0.616 0.635 0.616 0.651 0.750 0.883
Dataset.4 0.595 0.650 0.553 0.598 0.621 0.703 0.796

Macro Recall

Dataset.1 0.554 0.620 0.646 0.626 0.697 0.662 0.676
Dataset.2 0.586 0.618 0.686 0.554 0.693 0.677 0.695
Dataset.3 0.585 0.616 0.629 0.614 0.696 0.706 0.516
Dataset.4 0.594 0.630 0.549 0.622 0.629 0.688 0.796

Macro F1

Dataset.1 0.583 0.618 0.655 0.619 0.703 0.675 0.688
Dataset.2 0.585 0.619 0.670 0.584 0.670 0.673 0.704
Dataset.3 0.584 0.616 0.670 0.616 0.674 0.721 0.533
Dataset.4 0.594 0.640 0.551 0.610 0.625 0.695 0.796

• Based on the experimental results, we find that our method DCSNA can perform
better than other baseline methods in most cases, especially under the metric Macro
Precision. These results demonstrate DCSNA’s superiority, which learns each node
representation as a distribution and masks the nodes with a larger degree. Represent-
ing nodes as distributions let us distinguish the nodes from their neighbor nodes and
reduce confusion during network alignment. This is also why embedding-based meth-
ods, such as PALE and CrossMNA, perform slightly worse, as they overly preserve
the neighbor structure of nodes, making nodes and their neighbors indistinguishable.
Since CAMU is to reduce the node representation distribution between two networks,
it performs better than methods that only learn node representations.

• Although BRIGHT and NeXtAlign consciously distinguish anchor node pairs from
their neighbors through mechanisms, such as sampling or using anchor links as
landmarks, the key idea is still keeping the consistency of anchor node pairs. Therefore,
they are more suitable for the situation where most anchor nodes satisfy equivalence
connection status across networks.

• It is worth noting that the performance of DHNA is second only to our model in most
cases. DHNA considers the degree discrepancy across nodes, i.e., non-equivalence
connection status, and makes a balance between consistency and such connection
status. However, it ignores another connection status.
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Overall, our results highlight the effectiveness of DCSNA in addressing the diverse
connection status of anchor nodes and demonstrate its superiority over other state-of-the-art
network alignment methods.

In addition, we conduct experiments on the synthetic data, to analyze the impact
of edge insertions/deletions of networks on network alignment. The result is presented
in Figure 4, we compare the three metrics on combinations of different overlap levels αc
and sparsity level αs. For example, “3_5” on the horizontal axis means the combination
of αc = 0.3 and αs = 0.5. It is obvious that performance becomes better when αc and αs
increase. This is because as αc and αs increase, the network becomes denser and the two
networks share more edges, which is beneficial for network alignment. It is worth noting
that the results of DCSNA on various combinations are not very different, which means
that our model is not sensitive to the insertions/deletions of edges in the networks.
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Figure 4. Results of varying edges on Dataset.4.

Efficiency. In Figure 5, we compare the running time of DCSNA and baselines on
different datasets. Although DCSNA is not the fastest, its running time is competitive. It
spends most of its time in the process of masking some edges according to the filtering
conditions, and we will optimize this process in further work.
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Figure 5. Running time on all datasets.

4.5. Ablation Study

We compare our proposed method with the following variants, (1) DCSNA-U, which
represents nodes by a single node embedding according to Equation (5), and replaces the
second Wasserstein distance with Euclidean distance in Equation (8); (2) DCSNA-M, which
learns node representations without masking any nodes; and (3) DCSNA-P, which does not
use the pseudo-anchor links generated by Equation (13) during model training. The results
are shown in Figure 6. As we can see, the proposed DCSNA performs the best, validating
the necessities of all components in the whole model.
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Figure 6. Result of ablation study.

4.6. Parameter Sensitivity

In this part, we explore how the hyperparameters of the proposed DCSNA model
affect performance. We conduct several experiments to analyze the results by varying the
hyperparameters. There are three main parameters in the proposed DCSNA, the dimension
d of node embeddings, the negative sample ratio rn (i.e., the number of labeled anchor
nodes used in the training set divided by the number of node pairs we obtain from the
negative sampling for training predictive function), and sampling ratio ra (i.e., the number
of labeled anchor nodes used in the meta-learning constraint divided by the number of
labeled anchor nodes used in the training set). To investigate the impact of these parameters
on model performance, we set the default values of d = 200, rn = 0.5, and ra = 0.3. We
then vary one parameter at a time while keeping the other parameters constant and assess
its effect on network alignment tasks using the three evaluation metrics on four datasets.

• Figure 7a shows that performance improves with increasing node size d, but perfor-
mance degrades when d is more than 200. The reason is that we represent each node as
a distribution containing both mean and variance embedding, as the dimension d in-
creases, the uncertainty (i.e., the information of variance embedding) will accumulate
and result in the poor performance of matching potential anchor nodes.

• From Figure 7b, we can observe that our model could achieve competitive performance
on different rn. It indicates that although the negative sampling mechanism is helpful
for better training of the model, it plays a limited role. Improper determination of the
number of negative samples may even reduce the accuracy of the model.

• From Figure 7c, we can observe our model can achieve competitive performance by us-
ing fewer labeled anchor nodes, which demonstrates the effectiveness of meta-learning
constraint and the robustness of our model. Since the number of labeled anchor nodes
is usually small in the real task, the robustness of the model can guarantee the model
to be applied to the alignment task well.
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5. Conclusions

The network alignment problem has numerous applications in various fields, includ-
ing social and natural sciences. In this paper, we study the network alignment problem and
analyze the characteristic of anchor node pairs’ connection status across different networks
in the real world. Our analysis reveals that the diversity of anchor node pairs exists in
many standard datasets.

To let the alignment method have a good performance at different connection statuses
of anchor node pairs, we design a masked network encoder to alleviate the impact of
nodes with a high degree. These nodes have a higher probability link to labeled anchor
nodes and will pass confusing information in the alignment process. Moreover, we learn
the node representations as distribution with mean embedding and variance embedding
instead of single node embedding to represent the distinctive character and uncertainty
in the network. Additionally, we use a meta-learning mechanism to better generalize the
information of labeled anchor nodes, which could ignore the influence of anchor node
pairs’ diverse connection status in network alignment to a certain extent. We assess the
proposed method’s validity using three real and one synthetic dataset. The analytical
performance of the proposed DSCNA can exceed other current baselines, according to
extensive experiments. In future work, we consider making our method more explicable
in theory.
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